“If not already, dairy farms should become A2A2 herds”
TODAY, TONIGHT AND OVER THE WEEKEND

• Prepare yourself for a structured controversy
  • Learn as much as you can about A2A2 and conventional milk
    • What is the issue?
    • What is similar?
    • What are the differences?
  • Acquire relevant peer-reviewed articles that can support AND refute the given statement: “If not already, dairy farms should become A2A2 herds”
  • Read and take notes on the articles acquired in preparation for the next class period
UPCOMING...

- February 28 (after quiz)
  - YOU WILL BE ASSIGNED a partner or two
  - YOU WILL BE ASSIGNED a “side” to take
  - Work with partner(s) to write your side of the argument

- March 5: submit written argument

- March 5 or 7 (one date per team, TBA):
  - deliver your statement, against an opposing team
  - prepare and deliver a rebuttal, against the same opposing team